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The White House 

"Home of the President"

The monumental cornerstone of the United States presidency, the White

House is the formal abode and headquarters of the President of the

United States. Located at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, this gleaming

neoclassical structure was originally referred to as the Presidential

Mansion, before Theodore Roosevelt lovingly bestowed upon it the

moniker of 'White House' - a name that would go on to signify not only the

physical structure, but the entire collective unit that comprised of the

President and his advisers. While John Adams was the first incumbent of

this official home, several leaders that followed added their own elements

to its interiors, the most noteworthy being the comprehensive

redecoration carried out by former First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy, wife of

erstwhile President John F. Kennedy. Today, the central building of the

White House comprises of the Executive Residence, while the rest of this

colossal structure consists of a total of 132 rooms, a tennis court, a putting

green, 35 bathrooms, a cinema and a bowling alley named after Harry S.

Truman.

 +1 202 456 1414  www.whitehouse.gov  comments@whitehouse.go

v

 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue

Northwest, Washington DC
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Washington Monument 

"City's Signature Monument"

The symbol of the city of Washington DC, this 555-foot (169-meter) marble

obelisk on the National Mall honors the nation's first president, George

Washington. The cornerstone of the Washington Monument was laid in

1848, but it was fully constructed only in 1884. One can witness a visible

change about one-third of the way up the obelisk marble - evidence of the

onset of the Civil War. Construction was stalled during the war, and when

the builders returned to the same quarry to complete the project

afterward, enough time had passed to cause a significant change in the

color. It is an emblem of the United States and an icon of the nation; the

Washington Monument is a moving sight, its elegant form mirrored in the

Reflecting Pool of the Lincoln Monument nearby.

 +1 202 426 6841  www.nps.gov/wamo/index.htm  2 15th Street Northwest, Washington

DC
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National World War II Memorial 

"A Monument Honoring Martyrs"

Established on May 29, 2004, the World War II Memorial is the first

national memorial to honor the American troops who fought in the war.

The design by architect Friedrich St. Florian marks the Pacific and

European Theaters of World War II with magnificent arches and

remembers the Americans who died with 4,048 stars along the Freedom

Wall. It is located on the National Mall between the Lincoln Memorial and

the Washington Monument.

 +1 202 426 6841  www.wwiimemorial.com  information@nationalmall.

org

 1750 Independence Avenue

Southwest, National Mall,

Washington DC
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Vietnam Veterans Memorial 

"Powerful War Memorial"

Vietnam Veterans Memorial was unveiled in 1982, as a tribute to the

58,000 Americans who died in the Vietnam War or remain missing in

action. Maya Ying Lin may have been no more than a 21-year-old graduate

student when she won the design contest for this memorial, but her work

is now etched in the memories of countless visitors who have walked

along this black granite wall filled with names.

 +1 202 426 6841  www.nps.gov/vive/index.h

tm

 vvmf@vvmf.org  5 Henry Bacon Drive

Northwest, Washington DC
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Lincoln Memorial Reflecting Pool 

"Perfect Pool"

Located near the Constitution Gardens is the Reflecting Pool. The

Reflecting Pool, as the name suggests, lets you see the mirror images of

the Lincoln Memorial and Washington Monument. It has great historical

significance and has witnessed major political events. U.S citizens

gathered here to listen to the speech delivered by Martin Luther King at

the March on Washington. Every year thousands of tourists frequent the

place and the calm and deep waters of the pool act as a perfect backdrop

for photographs.

 www.nps.gov/nama/planyourvisit/lincoln-memorial-

reflecting-pool.htm

 17th Street and Independence Avenue Southwest,

Washington DC
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National Mall 

"Mall of Memorials"

Part of the original design for the federal city, this massive park stretches

from the US Capitol to the Lincoln Memorial and around the Tidal Basin to

the Jefferson Memorial. It has played host to many momentous, world-

changing events throughout history including the 1963 March on

Washington, the Million Man March and several presidential

inaugurations. Today, the National Mall serves as a place for reflection, a

memorial to American heroes, a symbol of freedom and a forum for the

exercise of democracy. The Smithsonian museums, the Vietnam

Memorial, the Reflecting Pool and the iconic Washington Monument are

some of the most well-known of the National Mall's many iconic sites.

Certainly, any visit to Washington DC should start with a tour of the

United States National Mall, aptly named "America's front yard."

 +1 202 485 9880  www.nps.gov/nama/index.htm  Independence Avenue Southwest,

Constitution Avenue, Washington DC
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Lincoln Memorial 

"Inspiring & Symbolic Landmark"

Located at the west end of the National Mall, the Lincoln Memorial is one

of the principal landmarks of Washington DC, its stately form overlooking

the Reflecting Pool, a gleaming stretch of water that lays sprawled before

its base. Daniel Chester French's 19-foot (5.7-meter) statue of Lincoln,

seated and deep in thought, watches over the nation he helped create,

alongside the carved text of the Gettysburg Address, providing a glimpse

into a weighty period of American history. The memorial itself draws

inspiration from the Greek architectural style, its 36 Doric columns

represent the number of states in the union at the time of Lincoln's death.

Surrounded by greenery on the banks of the Potomac River, the Lincoln

Memorial makes for a soul-stirring, picturesque sight, a fitting ode to one

of the nation's most revered Presidents.

 +1 202 426 6841  2 Lincoln Memorial Circle
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 national_mall@nps.gov Northwest, Washington DC
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Korean War Veterans Memorial 

"Commemorating Bravery"

One of Washington's newest memorials, the Korean War Veterans

Memorial pays tribute to the many who fought in the Korean War. Located

near the Lincoln Memorial, this monument features statues of 19 soldiers

carefully making their way through unknown terrain. Photographic images

on a 164-foot granite wall pays tribute to the thousands of others who

contributed to the war; nurses, mechanics, crew chiefs and support

personnel. Inscribed on the wall are the words: "Freedom Is Not Free."

 +1 202 426 6841  www.nps.gov/kowa/index.htm  900 Ohio Drive Southwest, Washington

DC

 by Ron+Cogswell   

Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial 

"Honoring the Dream"

An integral part of the West Potomac Park, the Martin Luther King Jr.

National Memorial is an impressive memorial honoring the life and glory

of the legendary civil rights activist. The memorial, which is an extension

to his valiant, dignified and equality-seeking identity, is based on the very

foundations of justice, hope, and democracy. Laden with motley

inscriptions and quotations from his speeches, including the iconic 'I Have

a Dream', the memorial site is also home to a 30 foot (9 meters) statue of

Martin Luther King, Jr., a pristine white sculpture signifying pride, equality,

and an indelible political legacy. Fashioned from white granite, the

structure is awash in Social Realist style and has been the subject for

artists and critics alike. The crowning glory of Washington D.C., this iconic

memorial has ignited a strong sense of political, social and historic

integrity among the global audience.

 +1 888 484 3373  www.nps.gov/mlkm/index.

htm

 national_mall@nps.gov  1850 West Basin Drive

Southwest, West Potomac

Park, Washington DC
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Thomas Jefferson Memorial 

"Neo-Classical Tribute"

Designed by John Russell Pope, this Roman-style monument to Thomas

Jefferson, the nation's third president and author of the Declaration of

Independence, is elegant and simple. Jefferson's 19-foot (5.79 meter)

statue stands within, surrounded by some of his most inspirational

writings. This is a perfect after-dinner destination. At night, the view of the

Washington Monument across the tidal basin is one of the most attractive

vistas in Washington, especially when the cherry blossoms are in bloom.

 +1 202 426 6841  www.nps.gov/thje/index.h

tm

 information@nationalmall.

org

 16 East Basin Drive,

Washington DC
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United States Capitol 

"Symbol of Democracy"

The pristine facade, elegant dome and porticoes of the Capitol Building

are a symbol of the principles held dear by the nation's founding fathers;

an emblem of representative democracy. Home to the Legislative Branch

of the United States Federal Government, the Senate and the House of

Representatives, this iconic neoclassical building attracts many a curious

tourists from all over the world. Guided tours of the Capitol offer a glimpse

into the everyday working of the government officials and the intricacies

of its rich interiors. Offering a lesson about the nation's history and its

electoral procedures, this monument continues to inspire awe and

wonder.

 +1 202 226 8000  www.visitthecapitol.gov/  webmaster@visitthecapitol

.gov

 First Street Northeast,

Washington DC
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Library of Congress 

"Magnificent Library in National Capital"

Originally intended as a small reference library, the Library of Congress is

now home to the second largest collection of books and reading materials

in the world, second only to the British Library. The collections comprises

close to a 100 million items, including rare documents such as a

Gutenberg Bible, early drafts of the Declaration of Independence and

Lincoln's Gettysburg Address. The splendor of the magnificent Main

Reading Room is just one of the attractions worth a visit at the Library of

Congress. Browse through the many excellent exhibits on display in the

library's three buildings, participate in a guided tour, or attend any of the

concerts, lectures and other events hosted here. The library's collection is

open to all who hold a valid Reader Identification Card, however materials

cannot be taken outside the library premises. Other than the mind-

blowing collection on display, the interiors of this centuries old building is

equally mesmerizing. Huge, vaulted ceilings with classic frescoes and

designs, ivory pillars of Greek design and the irreplaceable heritage

surrounding the place makes it one of the most iconic locations in the

country.

 +1 202 707 5000  www.loc.gov  vso@loc.gov  101 Independence Avenue

Southeast, Washington DC
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Washington National Cathedral 

"Washington's Historic Cathedral"

One of the largest cathedrals in the world, the National Cathedral is more

than an Episcopal cathedral; it is a national shrine. Being the site of

several significant memorial services, the cathedral lives up to its role of a

‘spiritual home for the nation’. The final Sunday sermon delivered by the

Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., is only one among the many notable

historic moments that the cathedral has witnessed. The flying buttresses,

gargoyles, crypts, an enormous vaulted ceiling and intimate chapels all

contribute to this architectural marvel. Furthermore, the curving

walkways, well-kept hedges and spacious lawns invite exploration. When

in Washington, a visit to this national treasure simply cannot be missed.

 +1 202 537 6200  cathedral.org  info@cathedral.org  3101 Wisconsin Avenue

Northwest, Washington DC

 by Arlington National
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Arlington National Cemetery 

"Honoring Heroic Service"

The Arlington National Cemetery is the final resting place of the soldiers

who gave their lives in service to the country. Two of America's former

presidents, John F. Kennedy and William Howard Taft are buried here. The

crew of the Challenger space shuttle, civil rights leader Medgar Evers and

film star Audie Murphy are among the many honored here. The Tomb of

the Unknown Soldiers, containing remains of unidentified soldiers from

World Wars I, II, and the Korean War, are protected by the 3rd U.S.

Infantry Regiment or the Old Guard 24 hours a day. The changing of the

guard ceremony is a moving tribute to them.

 +1 877 907 8585  www.arlingtoncemetery.mil/  1 Memorial Drive, Arlington VA
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Frederick Douglass National

Historic Site 

"Home of the Famed Abolitionist"

Abolitionist Frederick Douglass purchased this 21-room home, making him

the first African-American to buy a home in that area. Known as Cedar Hill,

the home became the nation's first Black National Historic Site. The

original furnishings are in large part the ones Douglass himself owned.

They include the 1200-volume library of this self-taught man. Also on

display are gifts given to Douglass by such contemporaries as Mary Todd

Lincoln and Harriet Beecher Stowe.

 +1 877 444 6777 (Reservations)  www.nps.gov/frdo/index.htm  1411 West Street Southeast,

Washington DC
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